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1. INTR~OU(:TION 
Let R be a root system and B = {aI, . . . LX,} a base for R. Let 
A,?(B) = A :T denote the linear combinations of B with nonnegative integer 
coefficients. Fundamental properties of this cone are developed in [3]. 
Let L, be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with root system R. We work 
over the complex field C, though the rational field would suffice for us here. 
Let V’(A) be an irreducible L module of highest weight i. Denote by ml(~) 
the dimension of the h-weight space of V(A). Each weight space occurring 
in V(A) has weight A-z, where zeAr+. A weight space of weight g = II -z 
+ is in the Kostant cone if r E A, is in it. ‘The Kostant cone of A,+ contains 
those root sums which can be written as a sum of positive nonsimple roots. 
Let C be a Chevalley base of L and U,, the Kostant Z form of U, the 
universal enveloping algebra of L. Let V(A, C, Z) = U, u, where v is a 
maximal vector in V(A). Fix a basis of V(A) which is contained in U; v, and 
which consists of Poincare--Birkhoff-Witt standard monomials, with 
Kostant multipliers, using a fixed ordering of the negative root elements of 
the Chevaliey base. Call this basis V(A, C, Z, K). 
Let p be a prime integer. Let w be a nonzero weight vector in U; v of 
weight ,u=%--r for reAr+, ‘c # 0. Let X, = X, in C, for a, E B. Express X, w 
in terms of our fixed basis of U; II. If p divides each coefftcient of X,w in 
this expression, and does so as we vary 1 <i< n, then we call w a 
p-modular maximal vector in V(;l, C, Z) with respect to V(.J., C, Z, K). The 
existence of such vectors heralds the existence of nontrivial submodules in 
characteristic p versions of the irreducible V(%). 
Let V(A) be p-restricted, meaning that (A, cci> cp for all cli n B, where 
( , > is defined in Humphreys [4, p. 421. The main result of this paper is 
that, in the case of a p-restricted V(A), no p-modular maximal vectors exist 
in V(A, C, 2;) outside of the Kostant cone. 
Of course if no p-modular maximal vectors exist in these types of weight 
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spaces with respect to V(d, C, Z, K), they cannot exist with respect to any 
other choice of basis in the admissible lattice U, u. 
In the case of a p-restricted V(n) this major reduction helps focus atten- 
tion on weight spaces in the Kostant cone. Such weight spaces always have 
at least one nonzero standard monomial corresponding to (the negative of) 
a sum of positive nonsimple roots. Let w be one such element of weight 
p = I - 7. By studying the n + 1 weight spaces p and p + a,, for I,< i < n, in 
V(n, C, Z), fixing bases for these, and noting some of the relations of non- 
basis elements with basis elements, etc., we can generally compute X,tq, for 
1 6 i<n. The usual situation considered with p dominant and r in the 
Kostant cone generally has m,(p)>m,(p + al) for all i, with exceptions 
related to p = 2 and 3 cases. This confers a great deal of control in key 
cases to see if w can be a p-modular maximal vector. We obtain com- 
patibility conditions for the X,w to be simultaneously multiples of p, and 
constructibility conditions for HJ to be nonzero. Generally the construc- 
tibiiity conditions are dominance conditions on p. The compatibility con- 
ditions, which are certain p-linkage ones (see, for instance, Humphreys [S, 
section 3]), are linear polynomials with integer coefficients in the m + 1 
variables (PR being the number of positive roots of R) p, ptz[, . .. man, 
r IJ + 2, . ..> rm, where I =t?rr/E, + . . . + mnAn in terms of fundamental 
dominant weights with respect to S, and T = rn + 1 fin + , + . . . + r,,,Pm is the 
expression, corresponding to w, of r as a sum of nonsimple roots. 
For example in the A z case, where a, + a2 is the only positive nonsimple 
root, if p = /1- r is in the Kostant cone, then p = ;? - t(a 1 + q,) for some 
nonnegative integer t. By the main result of this paper this is the only kind 
of weight space to possibly yield a ~-modular maximal vector for p-restric- 
ted P’(n). If A is p-restricted, i.e., p > m, and p > m2, then the compatibility 
conditions for p to have a p-modular maximal vector are (m, -t 1) f 
(mZ -t 1) - t = p. The constructibility conditions are m, > t and m, 2 t, i.e., 
the dominance of ~1. Also l> 0 to avoid +s = v. Under these conditions we 
obtain, up to a multiple not divisible by p, exactly one p-modular maximal 
vector of weight p. That no other conditions will yield another in p comes 
from the actual construction. 
Thus, for instance, since t = 1 is a minimum, if m, + m2 i- 1 < p, then 
F@ V(/z, C, 2) is irreducible, where F is a field of characteristic p. If 
(m,+ l)+(n?,+l)--t=p, and p>m,>t>O, p>m,>t>O, then there is 
a unique solution for t and F@ V(J., C, Z) has a submodule isomorphic to 
F@ V(A-t(rx,+a,), C, Z) of highest weight (m,-t)l., +(m,-t)At. This 
submodule is in the mf” + rnf + 1 < p range, so it has no submodules, and 
the p-character of V(/(E,, C  2;) is, suitably interpreted, char(J) - char(A - 
f(~, + a2)). Compare this with Humphreys [S, sections 3.4, 4.31. These 
A, p-modular maximal vectors and many other infinite families are con- 
structed in Deckhart [7]. The point is that the reduction afforded by our 
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main results here helps turn these construction into irreducibility criteria, 
and eventually into p-restricted modular character formulas. 
The plan of this paper is to prove, first in the case of a dominant weight 
space outside the Kostant cone, that no p-modular maximal vectors can 
occur there for p-restricted V(A). Then to notice that we only used that 
p > mi for an i such that too many ~1,‘s in 5 = iv - p forced us outside of the 
Kostant cone, and that we only used that mi is larger than this excess num- 
ber of aI’s. This leads to the nonexistence in the nondominant weights out- 
side the Kostant cone. We use the basic facts about Chevalley bases and 
the Kostant Z form, for instance, Humphreys [4, chapter VII]. See also 
Steinberg [6] or Bourbaki [ 11. We also need results from [Z] and [3] to 
obtain comparable bases for p and ,U + C(~ in the proofs. 
On a level away from the modular problems the reader will notice that 
there are pure characteristic zero things to notice in the proofs, most 
notably the relations between the bases of I*, p + xi, and ,U + EX,, where E is 
defined in Section 4 below. In a sequel we will develop these relations in 
terms of i-blocks and zero blocks from [3] to get a very direct formula to 
chart the change, if any, in multiplicities. 
2. THE KOSTANT CONE 
Let Z be the ring of integers and 2 .+ the set of nonnegative integers. Let 
L be a finite dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra with H a Cartan 
subalgebra. Let R be a root system of L and B a base for R corresponding 
to til. Let B= {a,, . . . . a,} and R+ = {/J, II . . . a,}, the positive roots of R, 
with p,=a ,,..., ljn=u,,. Let L=H+C p E R L, be a Cartan decomposition 
of L. Let C = ( Y, , . . . . Y,, H, , . . . . H,, X, , ,.., X > be a Chevalley base for L, 
with Y,=X-4~L_B, and Xj= Xq~ Lflj for 1 d j<m, and H,~:fi,~ for 
1 QiGn. 
Let D = {A,, . . . . 31,) be the set of fundamental dominant weights with 
respect to B, i.e., (A,, a,> = 8,. We say weight ;1 is dominant if (A., ai> 2 0 
for 1 d id n. With respect to D let Q: A -+ Z” be the function which assigns 
to 1 =x r,;l, its coordinates in Z”, so Q(A) = (r,, . . . r,)~z”. Let V(A) be a 
finite dimensional irreducible L module of highest weight I, where 
/2=m,d, + ... + mnAn, and Q(A) = (m,, . . . m,) E Z”+. Let n(A) denote the 
set of weights occurring in P’(A). If /1 E n(A), then p = A - 5, where z’ E ,4:, 
with A, the root lattice of R, and A;t those members of A, expressible as 
sums, with nonnegative integer coefficients, of our chosen simple roots. Let 
n,(A)= (r~A,?:pcl~n(A), where ~-A--Z}, and n,(A)“= (ro17,(1): 
p = ;i. - r, where p is dominant >, 
The Kostant cone of A ,? is the set of z E A,? which can be written as a 
sum, with nonnegative integer coefficients, of positive nonsimple roots. 
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Members of the Kostant cone are also called all-bracket. There is an easy 
test to determine membership in the Kostant cone in terms of coordinate 
functions. With respect to B, Y: A, j Z” is the function that assigns to 
c( = z ajoci ts coordinates in Z”, so that Y(ct) = (al, . . . . a,) E 2”. Let T E A,+, 
z=C:, , t,(r)cl,, with Y(r) = (t,(r), . .. t,(r))~ 2;:. Then t is also in the 
weight lattice ,4, so that, as well, r=C;_, w,(E,)/z,, where Q(r)= (w,(r) ,..., 
W,(T)) E Z”. Let I(r)= Y(z)-O(t) in Z”, and set r(t) = 
(g~(~),...,g~(~))~Zn. By r(t)20 we mean that T(z)EZ:. Then ten,! is 
in the Kostant cone if and only if r(r) 3 0. Let n,(i) + + = (t E II,(i) + : z is 
in the Kostant cone ). The weights in Z&(3.) + + completely determine the 
character of V’(n) in the following sense. If ~1 E Z7(1), then there is a 
p,~Ii’(l) such that ,u,=A-r,, with r,elZ,(A)+', and such that m,,(p)= 
tnAF,)- 
Let p E n(2), p= C:= 1 k,(p) &, with G(p) = (~,(~), . . . . k,(p))~ Z”. Then, 
if p = i - r, T E n,(2), we have 52(p) = Q(1) - Q(Z) in Z”, because these are 
ah written in terms of D. Then, for 1 6 id n, we have ki(p) = mi(,I) - W,(T), 
and in terms of T(r) we have that k,(p) =m,(J,- t;(r) -I- g,(r), and for 
further use we record 
m,(j~l+ g,(r) = k(P) + t*(t) (1) 
We define n,(J) + = {r~17,(1)+: f(t) $Z 0). Let p=i--r, with 
t f H,(A) + -. Then p is dominant, so k,(p) B 0 for 1 < i< n, but T(z) B 0 
means that g,(z) < -1 for at least one index i. For such an index i, with 
i< id n, such that g,(z) < 0 and k&) 2 0, we obtain from Eq. (I), 
f?‘i,(ri) > ti(T). (2) 
There is a further interpretation of gi(t) as a capacity function in [3], 
which yields that if g,(r)<O, then t,(t)> -gi(z). 
3. E,(T) AND u(Z)U 
Let U be the universal enveloping algebra of L. Let U be the envelop- 
ing algebra of L - = CBE A+ L-,, U” that of H, and U+ that of CBER+ L,. 
As usual we can write Ii = U - @ U” 0 U +. Our Y(J) is an irreducible U 
module. Let u be a maximal vector in V(n), i.e., a weight vector, hence non- 
zero, such that U +U = 0 in V(n), or just X,u = 0 for 1 Q i< n. The space of 
maximal vectors in V(n) is one dimensional, so u must have weight 1, and 
V( ,I) z Uv. Since U + v = 0 and U ‘v z Cv, we get Uv = U ~ v, and we look for 
a complex basis of U-u by looking inside U-. 
By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem we obtain a complex vector 
space basis of U - as the standard monomials in a linearly ordered basis of 
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L -. So we fix an ordering of a basis of L -, or equivalently, an ordering of 
R +. For our purposes we can choose any linear ordering of R + with the 
simple root cli as its greatest element. Let us pick (pi, . . . fli, ... /I,,,, /Ii), 
where 1~ i < n so that /Ii is a simple root, and where the corresponding 
ordered basis of L would be (Y,, . . . . Y,, . . . . Y,, Yi). We fix this ordered 
basis to form standard monomials. 
Using our fixed ordered basis of 1, ~ we can identify a standard 
monomial in U- with a sum of positive roots, or just an element of Zm+. 
Let 
Q= F rj(e)flj, then q(e)= Y;l(@... fy(@)... m yhce)y;ce)~ 
j= 1 
For example ~(30, + 5fli+2/?,+4/3,+,)== Y~Y~Y~+,Yj. We let AZ denote 
the set of all sums, with nonnegative integer coellicients of the positive 
roots of R, j?, . . . . pm. If, for example, ~1, = /Ii and CQ = /I2 are simple roots 
and a, + ~1~ = /I3 is a positive root, then fli + & and /I3 are distinct members 
of Al, but if we look at these in A;l-, they are equal. 
For r E A:, let E+(r) be the set of all expressions, 8, of r as a sum of 
positive roots, where 0 = C,“=, r,(e) /I,. So tJ E E + (5) means 8 = r in ,4 ,+, 
i.e., as a sum of simple roots. We can consider r itself to be a member of 
E+(T), i.e., T=C;=, ti(~)~i=C;=l t,(~)b~+C:=~+, O/I,. If 8E/l,f, then 
there is a unique TEA:, such that &E+(t). 
Let eq, so that t9 E E+(T) for T E A,+, and form the standard 
monomial q(0) in U -. Then r(e)u is a weight vector of weight p = A- T in 
V(A) as long as rI(B)u#O in V(A). Let U(T)O be the set of linear com- 
binations of the weight vectors of weight p = A - T in V(A), i.e., the weight 
space, whose nonzero members are the weight vectors of weight ~1 or root 
weight T. 
Let TEA,+. Fix i, 1 di<n. For jeZ.., define the jth i-block of E+(r), 
denoted Q,,,,(j), to be (C3E E+(T): the coefficient in 0 of the simple root 
pi= tli is exactly j}. It will be useful to partition the P-B- W weight 
vectors in U(T)U, i.e., those of the form q(B)u for 0E A;, into i-blocks. 
4. BASES FOR U(T)II AND U(T,)U 
Let 5 En,(n) + -. Let i, 1 d i 6 n, be such that g,(r) < 0. Then, for this i, 
mi(n)>ti(t) by heqUality (2). Let p=A-T and pl=l-z,, where 
ti = T- tli. We first want to see that ml(p)=m,(p,). In the proof of 
Theorem 2 of [a], which deals with this exact situation, it is shown that 
mj,(~)=ml(~~), where E= -g,(r) and T,= t-m,. But the argument there 
works for the integers h, 1 d h de, where p,,=~ - hai, to prove that 
mi(P) = mi(Ph). 
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The argument works as follows. We reorder R +, temporarily, to (pi, 
P , , . . . . /?,, .. . /?,), instead of (/?, . . . . fit, ... . b,, /Ii), for forming standard 
monomials in U -, so, for instance, q(2/?, + 7fii + Sg, + ,) = Y YY :Y i + I, We 
consider E+(r) and E +(r ,). Let E +(r,) = {0,, . . . O,}. Then, because 
g,(r) < 0, E+(t) = (O,, . . . . 8,), where B,, = 8, + PI, i.e., just up the coefficient 
of the simple root /Ii in f3,, by one, leaving ail eise the same, to obtain 0,. 
Bases for the weight spaces U(r)v and U(r , )2; are contained in 
~~~~(~))u and q(E+(r,))r, respectively. Ring generators for the 
annihilator of v in U- are ~((~~(~)+ l)p,), . . ~((~~(~.)+ l)fln). Since 
mi(iL) > t;(r) > t;(r) - 1, we will not have to consider the q((m!(n) + 1)/I,) 
annihilators; i.e., we do not have enough Y, factors to annihilate ZJ in either 
weight space under consideration. The process of accounting for all the 
annihilators of v in q(E + (t)) and q( E ,. (t 1 )) involves switching, briefly, the 
ordering of R+ from (P,,P,, . . . . fl,, .. . P,,,) to (B,, B,, . . ..bh. . ...8,, ... . P,, 
Ph), once for each h #i, 1 6 h G n, such that t,,(t) > m,(iV), and then com- 
muting the shifted Yh factors back in place in the original ordering here. 
The point here is that nothing in any of these processes of changing 
orderings and commuting back is going to affect he Y, factors on the far 
left of each standard monomial occurring with respect to any of the 
possibly n different orderings, including the original one in this case, in 
either q(E +(t !)) or q(E +(T)). When we apply these deletion processes to 
obtain a basis of TV, then we get a basis of U(t)v by simply raising the 
Y, exponent in each of our U(T,)V calculations. Because g,(r) < 0, we start 
with the same size potential bases for U(T ,)v and U(z)u. We end up with 
the same size bases because, in the only possibly different outcome of our 
deletion process, i.e., due to the extra Y, factor way on the left in the U(z)u 
case, we do not do any deleting since m,(i) > t,(r). The multiplicities are 
the same and the bases, with this ordering of R +, are in one-to-one 
correspondence. 
But this is an inconvenient ordering of R + for doing the calculations we 
want to do in the Kostant Z form below, so we revert, now that we know 
mr(~)=m,(~,), to the ordering (/I,, .. . . /?(, .. . B,,,, /?,) for forming standard 
monomials, i.e., our Yfs are back on the far right. 
By reindexing, if necessary, let (II, .. . . 8, be members of E +(z~) such that 
{r1(WV> “‘5 vr(Q,) I v is a basis of U(r,)v, and such that the i-blocks that the 
0,‘s belong to decrease (nonstrictly) with increasing h, 1 <h d k, i.e., the Y, 
exponents of the 0,‘s decrease (nonstrictly) ash goes up. Let ~(0,) = wh Yp 
for 1 <h <k, where eh is the coefficient of /I, in 0,,. Also, let this basis be 
chosen such that for all h, 1 < h <k, 
XtWhYfh+lv= 2 hjWjYy,, (3) 
,=1 
where the b,‘s are complex numbers. Since eh + 1 <m,(n), for all It, we can 
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do this by simply choosing our basis with maximal Yj exponents and 
arranging them to suit Eq. (3). In particular we choose this basis as 
follows: Let 0,~ E+(z,) be chosen such that ~(0,) has the largest Y, 
exponent with q(Q,)u # 0 in V(A), or such that 0 I is in the largest i-block of 
E+(z) with ~(8,)u#O. Let t9*~E+(r,) be chosen from E+(r,)- (e,} with 
largest Y, exponent such that r(8,)uZCl and mu is not a linear com- 
bination of (~(8,)~). In general let O,,E E+(T,)- (tl,, .. . . Ohm-,} be chosen 
with largest Y, exponent such that ~(Oh)u#O and r](8,)u is not a linear 
combination of (mu, . . . Y](@~-,)u}. 
With this ordered basis we are guaranteed that, if z, Y? + ‘UE U(r,)u, 
where zl. E U -, then 
(4) 
where the b,‘s are complex numbers and ej >/ (er + 1 ), with q( 0,) = w, Y 2. In 
particular no basis member with Y, exponent ef or less appears on the 
right-hand side of (4). This is because Z~E U- must be a sum, possibly 
zero, of standard monomials in q(E+(r,)) where rO=r - (ef+ l)a,. 
“Multiplying” on the right by Y :f +‘u yields a sum of standard monomials 
in U(r,)u with Yi exponents at least (L?~ + 1). By our choice of basis of 
U(tr)u with maximal Yi exponents, these in turn can be written as a sum of 
(~(0,)~)‘s with Y; exponents at least (e,+ l), with all zero coefficients a 
possibility. Together with Eqs. (6) (‘7), and (8) below we have a 
justification f Eq. (3). 
We claim that (w, Y ;I + ru, . . . . wk Yyl + ‘u} is a basis of U(z)u. Since 
nz ;~(p) = m,(p,), we only have to show that these vectors are linearly 
independent in U(z)u. Suppose they are not. Let a,, . . . ak be complex 
numbers, not all zero, such that 
w=a,w,Y:l+‘u+ ... -ta,w,YF+lu=O (5) 
in U-u. Then, in particular, X, w = 0 in U-u. 
But let us consider X,w. For j# i, we know that, in Up, if pj- ~1, E R + 
X, Y, = X YB, = Y,X, + b, YB, - a,, (6) 
where b,e Z, and if pi-a,+ R+ 
xi Y, = Y.,Xi, (7) 
and for the positive integer q 
X,Ypu=q(m,-q+ 1) Y;-‘u. (8) 
Let d be the greatest integer, 1 < d < k, such that ad # 0 in Eq. 5. Then, by 
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Eqs. (3) to (8), we have Xia,w,,Yi Q + ‘U = a, (a sum of standard monomials 
in q(E+(r,)), but each with Y, exponent (e,+ l), at least) 
+a,(e,+ l)(mi(l)-e,) w,Yyu. But a,#O, e,+l>O, and m,(n)> 
t,(r) > ed, since the Yj exponent of any standard monomial in q(E; +(r,)) is 
less than tj(r), and so mi(J) -e,>O, as well. 
So the basis element w,Y;dv in U(t,)v has nonzero coefficient from the 
contribution of Xja,wdY:d+‘v. But X,(a,w, Y;l+‘v+ ... fad_, wd- 1 
Ypd- 1 + ‘t’) must have zero contribution to u’~ Y f”t~ by Eq. (3 ). This contradicts 
Xi~’ = 0, completing the independence proof. We summarize this argument 
by saying that, because of Eqs. (3), (6) (7), and (S), and our ordering of 
R +, the basis elements of minimal Y; exponent in U(r,)v which occur in 
X,w are once covered. 
5. THE KOSTANT Z FORM AND MODULAR MAXIMAL VECTORS 
With respect to our given Chevalley base of I., let U, be the Kostant 2 
form of U, i.e., the subring, with 1, of U generated by all (l/k!) Yf and all 
(l/k!) Xf, for FEZ,, 1 <j 6 ~2. Let U; be the Kostant Z form of U -, 
generated by the (l/k!) Y:. Then Uzv is an admissible lattice in UV, and 
U; u carries the structure. By a standard monomial in Uz we mean a 
standard monomial in the P- B- W sense, together with the coefficients 
(l/r,!)...(l/r,!). For example, with our given ordering of R +, 
((l/r,!)Y;1)...((l/r;!) P$..((l/r,!) Y;)((l/ri!)Y:‘). 
A p-modular maximal vector in Uzv is a weight vector w f Uzv, w # 0, of 
weight p # 2, such that the prime integer p divides each coefftcient of 
x, w, . ..) X,,,W, each expressed as sums of standard monomials in U, . 
We call V(n) p-restricted if iL = m 1 A, + . . . + m,J, is a dominant weight 
such that p > m,(n), . . . . and p > m,(%), for the prime integer p. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y(l) he p-restricted. Let z E 27,(A) + -. Then the weight 
space U,(r)u = U; u n Us contains no p-rnod~~ar maximal vector. 
ProoJ: With T E n,(z) + - and /I = ,4 - 7: we have our index i such that 
k,(p)20 and g,(T)<O. Let mi(a)=m,>O, gi(r)= -a, where ~21, 
ki(p) = k,>O, and ti(r)= rrr where tias = -g,(r), by the remark after 
inequality (2). With this notation Eq. (1) becomes mj- E = ki + ti. By 
restriction, inequality (2), and its following remark, we have 
p>m,>ti2:E>0. (9) 
Let r, = r - sli as before. For forming standard monomials let R + be 
ordered (PI, . . . Pi, . . . Pm, Bib Let 4 t, . . . (bk be members of E+(r,) such that 
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M4lh . ..Y yl(#,+)v) is a basis of U(r,)v, such that the Yi exponents of the 
~(4~)‘s decrease (nonstrictly) with increasing h, and such that, for 1 6 h < k, 
~(4~) is a standard monomial in U, . For example, q(5fiz + 3fl, + 4p,, + 2) = 
(l/S!) Y;(l/4!) YZ+*(l/3!) r;. 
Let q(dh) = wh( l/e,!) Ygh for 1 <h <k. The Kostant factor is built into 
w,,. Also let this basis of U,(T,)V be chosen so that the Z form version of 
Eq. (3) is satisfied, i.e., 
1 h 
xiwh (eh + l)! 
Yy+‘v= c b,w,1 ypv, 
J=I ei ! 
(10) 
where the b, are integers. Let il, . . . . $k be members of E+(z) such that 
basis of U(r)u, where 6h = dh+fii, 1 <h <k, and 
q + 1 
‘E U(t)v n U; v is a p-modular maximal vector, 
where a,, . . . uk are integers, not all divisible by p, such that 
1 
Y;‘+‘v+ ..’ +u,w, 
1 
w’“‘wl (e, + l)! (e,+ *)! ‘jk+lu’ (11) 
Let us consider X,w. Equations (6) and (7) are already Z form equations 
because of our Chevalley base. The Z form version of Eq. (8) is, for the 
positive integer q, 
1 
x,‘Ypv=(m,-q+l‘l- 
4! 
, (q-*)! y,Ymlv. (12) 
Let d be the greatest integer, 1 < d< k, such that ad is not divisible by p. 
Then, as in Section 4, we see, using Eqs. (6), (7), (lo), and (12), and 
because of our ordering of R ’ and the basis of U(T,)V, that wd(l/e,!) Y;+J 
is once covered in X,w. 
But what are the coefficients ofthis once covered basis element of U(z,)v 
in X,w? By Eqs. (6), (7), (lo), and (12), .Y,a,w,(l/(e,+ l)!) Y;dflu=ud (a 
sum of standard monomials in U,, each with Y; exponent (e,+ 1), at 
least) v + u&m;- ed) wd( l/cd!) Yrdv. So we must consider m, - ed. We know 
that mi > ti - 12 e,a E - 1 z 0 because of the remark following inequality 
(2), the fact that we are in q(E+(s,)) here, and inequality (9). Then we 
have 
-mi< -t,+ l< -e,b -.s+ 1 GO, (13) 
and so, adding mi, and the fact that p > mi, we get 
O<m,-ti+ 1 <mi--ed<mr-E+ 1 <m,<p. (14) 
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But then 0 < mi - ed < p, and p does not divide ad. So p does not divide the 
coefficient ofthe once covered wd( l/e,,!) Yrdv in X,~V, contradicting that w is 
a p-modular maximal vector in U(r)u n U; u, and the theorem is shown. 
6. DOMINANCE QUESTIONS 
If V(i) is not p-restricted, then it can have ~-modular maximal vectors 
outside of the Kostant cone. For example let p = 7, mi= 15, and q = 9. 
Then Eq. 12 yields that 
(15) 
giving us a 7-modular maximal vector, since X,w = 0 for j # i, 1 G j < ~1. 
This w is in the weight space U(z)u, where z = 9a,, which is certainly out- 
side of the Kostant cone. But, as well, p = E, - r is not even dominant in 
n(n), since ki(p) = -3. So it is nontrivial to ask if, in the p-restricted case, 
there can be p-modular maximal vectors in nondominant weight spaces. 
The answer is yes, and we give an easy G, example. 
Let L be of type C,. Let fiX=or,+a, and p4=2a1+a2 in R+. Let p--2, 
* 1 I.=/%*, r=z(x,+ff,, and p = 2 - t = --a, + &. Then p is not dominant in 
n(J), but t is in the Kostant cone. We have m;(p) = 1 and a basis for 
U,(z)v has Y,o as its only member. Further, X, Y,u = +ZY,u, and Y,v # 0 
in U,(cc, + CI~)U. Also, X, Y,u = Ov = 0. So w = Y,u is a Z-modular maximal 
vector of nondominant weight in the 2-restricted module of highest weight 
AI, but w is still in the Kostant cone. 
Before showing that, in the p-restricted cases, the p-modular maximal 
vectors occur only in the Kostant cone, even without dominance, we note 
some corollaries of the proof of Theorem 1. In the hypothesis of Theorem 1 
we had that V(,i) is p-restricted, but we only used, in the proof, that 
p > mi(il) for the index i with g,(t) t0 and ki(p) b 0. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let p be a prime integer such that p > m,(A) for the par- 
ticular index i, with jl E A +. Let z~lIl,(A) such that gi(z) ~0 for that same 
index. Let p=A -7, with k,(p) 20 for that index. Then there are no 
p-modular maximal vector3 in the weight space U,(z)v in U,v qf highest 
weight A. 
We could describe Corollary 1 by saying that V(I) is ith p-restricted, z is 
ith non-all-bracket, and ,u is ith dominant. So there are no p-modular 
maximal vectors in U,(z)v, 
Looking slightly deeper into the proof of Theorem 1, we used that 
p > m,(A) for the index i, and that g;(r) < 0 for that same index, in essential 
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ways. What we used k;(p) 2 0 for was to obtain that m,(n) 3 ti(z). Actually 
m,(1) > t,(r) emerged from k,(p) 20 for that i, but we did not need the 
strict inequality in the formation of our bases of U(r )V and V(r r) v, nor in 
the crucial inequality (13) where we used only that mi(ll) > t,(r) - 1. The 
precise condition on ki(p) that we need to avoid any possible p-modular 
maximal vectors in U,(z)v was that k,(p) 2 g,(s), where g,(z) < 0. Then, by 
Eq. (1), m,(i) - a, = ki(p) - g,(z) 3 0. So we have 
COROLLARY 2. Let p > m,(n), g,(s) <: 0, ki(p) 2 g,(s). Then U,(z)u has 
no p-modular maximal vectors, where U:,v has highest weight 1 E A +, with 
T E ZZ,(i) and ,u = I. - z. 
The upshot of Corollary 2 is that if we show, in the case where p > m,(A), 
g,(z) < 0, and k,(p) < g,(r), that no p-modular maximal vectors can occur 
in U,(t)v, we will have shown that, in the case of a p-restricted V(n), no 
p-modular maximal vectors occur outside the Kostant cone, without 
regard to the dominance of the weight space U(r)u. 
THEOREM 2. Let 2 E A +, z E n,(l), p .= i - z, and V(A) = Uv. Let p be a 
prime integer. If, for a particular index i, 1 <i< n, we have p> m;(l), 
gi(t) < 0, and k,(p) < g,(T), then no p-modular maximal vectors can occur in 
the weight space U,(z)v in U,v. 
Proof: Let m =m,(A), g= -g,(r), a:= -k,(,u), and t = t,(r). Then we 
have, by Eq. (l), t = m + E - g, and, by hypothesis, g > 0, and E > g. In V(A) 
we must consider three weight spaces: U(r)v, U(t,)u, and U(t,)v, where 
t, = t - c1,, r, = T -&CL,, p, = p + cli, and p, = p + EN,. Then p,: = a,~, where 
(TV is the reflection in the simple root a, in the Weyl group of R. So 
ml(p) =mn(pE). But, as we shall see, unlike the situation of Theorem 1, 
m,(p,) 2 m;,(p), with the strict inequality holding often. Since t = m + E - g, 
we have t,(t) = m + c-g, t,(z,) = m + ,E - g - 1, and t,(s,) = m -g. In 
particular m - g 3 0. 
This time, in order to form standard monomials in U-, we order R +; 
(Pi, B1, ...> Pi? ‘.7 Pm)? so that, for instance, ~(2/?,+3jI,+5~,)= YfY:Yi. 
We begin with a basis of U(T,)U. Let 8,, . . . . 19~, all in E +(z,), be such that 
{r(e,)uY ...T de,) > u is a basis of U(T,)V with the property that Yj exponents 
descend (nonstrictly) as before. For h, 1 <h ,< k, let TV = Y;*w,v. Then 
we claim that { Y, ‘*+&w,,v: 1bhgk) is a basis of U(r)v. 
To see this we work in E+(r). Let Q,(j) denote the jth i-block of E +(z), 
where the reader can think of this as those standard monomials in 
q(E+(z)) with Yi exponent exactly j, instead of as positive root sums in 
E+(T) with /I, coefficient j.Let IQ,(j)1 denote the cardinality of Qi(j). We 
note that ti(t) -g,(r) = t +g=m + E, by Eq. (1). With this notation 
Theorem 12 of [3] yields that lQi(j)l = IQi(t + g-j)( = lQi(m + E-j)l, 
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where ,g Gj d t. That pi(g) is the smallest i-block of E+(t) is discussed 
in [3] following Theorem 2. We then see that ]Q(m + s-g)/ = 
lQi(t)l z lQi(t+g-g)l = lQi(g)l, so the highest and lowest i-blocks of 
E+(r) have the same cardinality. 
Let us consider the meaning of this in our module V(n). Let 
ym+E-gv- &-r(ll/) for some $EQ;(m+a-g). Then zY:+“-% is in U(t)u, 
though not one of our standard monomials, and zY7 + F % = 0 in k’(n) 
because e-g>0 and m=m,(i). Now z Y ,” + ’ - 8 can be expressed as a 
sum of standard monomials in q(E + (r)) and, clearly, Y T +c --Fz E
q(Qi(m + E- g)) would appear in this sum, i.e., with nonzero coefficient. 
But, as well, there would be a distinguished member of q( Q i( g)) appearing 
with nonzero coefficient inthis sum. It is, from the proof of Theorem 12 in 
[3], ~(gfi, -t cri(+ - (m + E - g) fi,), where pi= x, and (T,, the reflection in cl!, 
acts on those members of E + without pi summand as a permutation of 
subscripts (or coefficients) according to how 0; permutes R + - {J?,}. (For 
instance, in A 2, o,(5a,+3(a,+az))=(3a2+5(1x,+cr,)), or, equivalently, 
a,(5Pz+ 3p3) = (5fi3+ 38,) and note that the total number of a,‘s 
appearing, 8, is preserved.) We note that (II/ - (m+E-g)fi,) has no /Ii 
summand, i.e., it is 0, so CJ~ can ignore it. Let us consider a basis of U(z)0 of 
standard monomials. Because z Y i m + ’ -% = 0, we see we must account for 
this and remove one member of ~(~+(~))~ from a possible basis, i.e., the 
expression of z Y 7 + ’ ~ R u as a sum of standard monomials yields a relation 
of linear dependence. And, assuming this is the beginning of our deletion 
process to a basis, we can choose to delete anything occurring with non- 
zero coefficient in this sum. We choose q(gfli + oi($ - (m + E - g)pi))u in 
q( Q ;( g)) 0 for deletion. 
Let us establish the following deletion order to find a basis of standard 
monomials of U(r)o. First we account for dependence relations caused by 
an excess of Yi factors. Then we account for the others. If we had ordered 
R + (PI, . . . . PI, . . . #I,, fl,) to form standard monomials, then, using the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem as a maximal principle, we would have 
seen that there are exactly IQi(m+s-g)/ + iQ,(m+E-g- l)\ i- ..’ i- 
[Qi(m + 1 )I distinct standard monomials to delete to account for the excess 
Y,‘s, so there are this many even with our given ordering with the Yis first 
instead of last. But instead of deleting the i-blocks, v(Qj(m + E - g))u, . . . . 
qf Qi(m + 1)) v, which we could do, we delete the i-blocks q(Q;( g))u, 
Ir(Qik + 1))~ . . . ~(Q(E - 1))~ from ~(E,(z))u on the way to forming this 
basis. We use Theorem 12 from [3] and the bijective variant of oi used in 
its proof, as indicated in the above paragraph, to carry out this deletion 
and to assure us that we may obtain a basis of U(T)U contained in the 
i-blocks from m + E - g down to E. But then the possible bases of U(r)0 and 
U(z,)u are similar, i.e., there are E extra Y,‘s in each survivor in U(t)u com- 
pared to those in U(z,)v, and the rest of the deletion process proceeds 
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apace, having already accounted for the Y, deletions. So we have our basis 
{Y ;h+&whu: 1 G&k} of U(r)u. 
We add a stipulation to our basis of U(r,)u that the members be chosen 
with maximal Yi exponents, as described in the algorithm below Eq. (3) 
above. This carries over to the basis of U(t)u. 
Next we consider the set ( Yp” +& ’ w,,u: 1<h <k} =S in U(t,)u. Then 
S is a linearly independent set in U(,c ,)u. To see this let a,, . . . . uk be 
complex numbers, not all zero, such that w = a, Ypl + E ‘w r u + . . . + 
uk v + ’ lwku = 0. Then Y,w = 0 as well, but this yields a relation of linear 
dependence among basis members of U(z)u, a contradiction. 
We note that S is not necessarily a basis of U(T,)U, but it does have the 
following maximal property. If Yjzu is .in U(z,)u, with Y 2 ek + E - 1, then 
Y:zu is a linear combination of members of S with Y, exponent at least r. 
To see thislet Yjzu~ U(z,)u with r>e,-ts- 1, then Y;PC+lzuisin U(r,)u, 
with Yi exponent f > ek, and so can be written as a linear combination of 
{ Yf’W,U, ..*, Y:kw,u}. But, by our choice of basis with maximal Y, 
exponents, the members of this basis with Y, exponents at least f span 
YqJ(T,-fRi)u. 
Before going into U,u we make several calculations, where 1 <h Gk. 
First H.y?-+Ewh~= -~y@h+~ 3 I , whu, because E = -ki(p). Next, X, Yp +Z~h~ = 
(e,+s)(e,+ 1) Yy+“-‘wiu+(a sum of standard monomials in U(T)U with 
Yi exponent at least (eh + E)). Now consider the coefficient (e,, + s)(eh + 1). 
The first factor will disappear in the Kostant Z form. It is a convergent. 
But, in the Z form, the second factor remains. Let us consider e,, + 1. We 
note that r,=t,(z)a,+ ... +(m-g)a,+ ... +t,(r)a,. In particular, 
e,dm - g, so that Yyw,,v can be in I/(z,)u. But then we have O<e, < 
m - g < m < p, since g > 0 and m < p by hypothesis. So, 
O<e,+l<m<p. (16) 
The rest is denouement. Let {(l/(e,,+s)!) Yy +&qu: 1 <h <k} be a 
basis for U,(r)u, consisting of standard monomials in Uzu, i.e., the K’s, 
obtained from the w,,‘s above via multiplication by the appropriate Kostant 
factors. Suppose 6,) . . . b, are integers, not all divisible by p, such that 
1 
w=bl (e, +E)! 
1 
Yf’+“Fu+ ... +b, (ek+E)! Yy+‘:qu (17) 
is a p-modular maximal vector in U,(t)u. Now fix h to be the greatest 
integer, 1 <h < k, such that p does not divide b,. We consider 
X,b,( l/(e, + s)!) Yyh +&- w,u=b,(e,+ l)(l/(e,+.s- l)!) Yp+“-‘Ku+ (a 
sum of standard monomials in U,(T,)U with Yi exponent at least (eh + 6)). 
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Then, by construction, (l/(e, + E - l)!) Y :* +’ ‘Ku is once covered. By 
inequality (16) and choice of h, p does not divide b,(e, + 1). This 
contradiction yields Theorem 2. 
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